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Free!Oxiure WITH SEEKRETURE, an invite-only
app and a separate, secret slack channel, it is
hard not to know that you are being watched.

From your phone, customers record the way you
handle and package their expensive goods. Your

bosses, record your shifts and scrutinise your
performance. You also have to log in every single

time you arrive to work, and log out from your
home office when you’re off duty. This is not
dystopia – though it is hellish – but it is the
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antithesis of today’s workplace, where you’re
often asked to log in and out of work – and every
other channel – multiple times a day. Doing all of
this is exhausting. And it wastes your time. So it

is hardly surprising that so many of us are
evading it. According to one study, at least one in
five people have abandoned their phone during a
meeting. Google says the average person checks

it for multiple times a day and 70% of workers
say they will actively avoid taking or responding
to phone calls when out of the office. If only it
were that easy. Until now. Modern technology

makes our lives easier by eliminating the need to
do a lot of things: we no longer have to write
tedious messages on paper or type them on a
computer. Smartphones are now used to make
calls, send text messages, order a taxi, make a
bank transfer and order takeaways, to list but a
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few. So why are we still logging on to work? Is it
because our workplaces have not adapted to the
realities of a modern workforce? Or are we just
scared? WALLEYE, a new workplace app from

Square, is the first to offer employees a private
area that is shielded from all prying eyes,

including their bosses, customers and colleagues.
It operates like a vpn, using a smartphone’s built-
in web browser to route data traffic around your

workplace. When you log in, you will need to
prove to a human who is not the boss that you

are a legitimate employee. You will then be
issued a one-off key, which you insert into a

secret entry point in the 6d1f23a050
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